We consider a multi-class MAP/PH/c queueing system with ■ K customer classes ■ class-dependent MAP (Markovian Arrival Process) arrivals ■ class-dependent PH (phase-type) services in c servers ■ class-dependent acyclic PH retrials of customers who find the servers busy upon arrival
■ initial probability vector (β k , 1 − β k e) ∈ R
1×(m+1) ≥0
where T k : nonsingular with negative diagonal and nonnegative off-diagonal elements If all servers are busy upon arrival, an arriving customer of class k joins orbit k and retries to capture a server according to acyclic PH distribution
where U k is upper-triangular Average retrial rate of class k: Let K = 2, c = 2, and
Hence,
Numerical Results
Conclusion
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Let ■ X k (t): phase of arrival process of class k customers
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with state space S = S A × S R × S S where
and a possible state representation of the model is
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The model has 8 dimensions since K = 2, m R = 3, m S = 3
Therefore, the state space of the MC is given by
Matrix Q A k is associated with arrival of class k customers:
is associated with retrial of class k customers:
, and x, y ∈ S TU-Dortmund-Informatik IV 14 January 2016 -14 / 31
Matrix Q S k is associated with service of class k customers:
for i, j = 1, . . . , m S k and x, y ∈ S Therefore, generator matrix underlying X(t) can be written as With the help of Lyapunov functions, we show that
is a necessary and sufficient ergodicity condition
Lyapunov function used to show sufficiency aids in truncating S with a given steady-state probability mass
We start with Lyapunov functions that work for simple models, and add terms for additional complexities of model There exists a unique vector
Since transition rates describing MAP arrivals depend on phase, elements of u k are used in additional terms to obtain a condition based on λ k instead of phase-dependent arrival rates in D k
There exists a unique vector
Since transition rates describing PH service depend on phase, elements of v k are used in additional terms to obtain a condition based on µ k instead of phase-dependent service rates in T (Asmussen '03; Fayolle, Malyshev, Menshikov '95) MC with generator matrix Q is non-ergodic if there exists two constants τ, σ ∈ R and a Lyapunov function f : S → R s.t.
where R = {x ∈ S | f (x) > σ} and (S \ R) are non-empty, and matrix P ∈ R |S|×|S| ≥0 :
Inspired by (Falin, Templeton '97), we use (i) {x ∈ S | g(x) ≤ τ } is finite for all τ < ∞, (ii) d(x) ≤ −γ for all x ∈ S \ C and some γ > 0, and
There exist infinitely many solutions toÛ k w k = η k . In this work, we set w k (i) to 1 if row i ofÛ k is zero and use Truncated model in which size of retrial phase i of orbit k is
Then multi-dimensional MCX(t) with finite state spaceS and generator matrixQ: Let L = |S S | and ϕ : S S → {1, . . . , L} be given by
where
is one-to-one and onto Hence, ϕ −1 : {1, . . . , L} → S S is well-defined
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The truncated generator matrix is
Let auxiliary matrices with transitions among subsystems corresponding to phases of arrival processes be For n ∈ Z ≥0 , let
Then auxiliary matrices with transitions among subsystems corresponding to phases of retrial processes are where
Orhan, On vector-Kronecker product multiplication with rectangular factors, SISC 37(5), 2015. Hence,Q of f includes 100 blocks and the auxiliary matrices are
The nonzero blocks ofQ of f arē
) Q 3,3 =Q 5,5 =Q 6,6 =Q 8,8 =Q 9,9 =Q 10,10 Traffic intensity:
|S|: # of states in truncated state space E 1,1 : average # of class 1 customers in retrial phase 1 E 1,2 : average # of class 1 customers in retrial phase 2 E 2,1 : average # of class 2 customers in retrial phase 1 P block : probability of finding all servers busy Hence, # in orbit 1 increases faster than # in orbit 2 In ERL 1 , ERL 2 , and ERL 3 , E 1,2 /E 1,1 is larger when P block is larger # in orbit 1 of ERL i < # in orbit 1 of EXP i for i = 1, 2, 3 since customers in phase 1 in ERL i are not blocked if they retry when all servers are busy Because servers are less likely to be captured by class 1 customers in EXP i , # in orbit 2 of ERL i is larger than that of EXP i
Relative difference between average numbers of retrial customers in ERL i and EXP i becomes relatively large as ρ increases.
Relative difference between blocking probabilities is around 0.005.
In general, truncation error is larger than numerical error.
As ρ increases, choosing a smaller ǫ value does not introduce additional inaccuracy to the computed solution
